starship
Tracklist
1. Rotate (03.55)
2. Collide (04.08)
3. An ocean full of mind (03.42)
4. Two Hearts (03.28)
5. White River (04.35)
6. Florida Lines (04.28)
7. Starship (07.55)
8. The astronaut‘s knife (03.59)
Single „Collide“
14DEC20

Album „Starship“
01JAN21

It just took him 6 months to deliver the sucessor of his debut album „Skywalk“. The Veil of Babylon mastermind Luke
Hofmeister continues his personal solo-project journey and wants to repeat the many national and international chart surprises
(#21 Official Metal/Rock Charts Germany, #78 iTunes Album Charts Netherlands, #199 iTunes Album Charts Germany). His
new creation is named „Starship“.
By writing, playing and producing every single tone of the album in his home studio, Luke continues to follow the biggest secret
of his success: A personal, intimate atmosphere that catches every listener from the first tone and leads him through an
incredible journey of eight wonderful tracks. „This ensures that the consumer experiences a very close and authentic
atmosphere as if I would sit beside him or her. That’s something which was very important to me“, says Lukas.
And he progresses in his musical style, optimizes core elements and structures of the songs which sounds much more compact
in relation to the first album. Acoustic Rock/Pop elements combined with powerful Rock tunes that reminds the listener to the
mighty and melodic 80’s Classic Rock hits. Catchy melodies, powerful Guitars, fragile strings.
„Starship“ sounds mature, brave and personally. Hofmeister processes topics and stories related to his work life in the aviation
industry. He tells the stories of all tracks from the bird’s-eyes view. As a pilot, eagle or astronaut. Always keeping the view from
up above.This beams the audience right into the core af the songs and stories.
It’s an album against the flow and against clean, plain and perfect song stuctures of the industry. An eight course menu full of
different flavours, spices, sweets and bitterness. Sit back, relax, fasten your seatbelt and enjoy the flight with „Starship“.
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▪ Lukas Hofmeister, born 23NOV85 in Freiburg, South of Germany (34 years old)
▪ Son of Till Hofmeister, former „Head of Music“ from a local radio station and
drummer in various bands.
▪ Married to Laura, living in Rodgau close to Frankfurt, Germany. Raised in
Altenstadt, Wetterau region.
▪ Musically “active” since his 10th birthday. Educated in Drums, Guitars and Bass.
Self-educated in Piano and Vocals. Various appearances in local Heavy Metal Bands
(Concept Insomnia; Guerrilla), Coverbands and Musical productions.
▪ Interested in Sports (Soccer, American Football, hockey, running), aviation & travel
and cooking
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